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1. Introduction

In this Note we shall be concerned with an elastic, isotropic and homogeneous
body, filling the region B bounded by the surface A. The body, when acted upon
by external forces and heated, will undergo deformation. A displacement field
u (x, t) and a temperature field 8 (x, t) will form in the body, depending on the
position of the point x and the time t. These fields are described by the following
system of differential equations [1]

(1.1) ,wV2 u+(A+,u) grad div u+X = gu+y.grad 0,

1 . . Q
(1.2) V2 0 6>-5?divu= - — .

The notations used in the above formulae read as follows: 0 = T — To stands for
the increment of temperature, T denotes the absolute temperature, TQ — the
temperature of the body in natural state, the strains and stresses being equal to 0.
X means the vector of body forces and Q — density. The quantities n and X are

2
Lame constants for the isothermal state; y = 3Kat, where K= X-\- — ̂ is the bulk

modulus and at — the coefficient of linear thermal dilatability. x — Xolce, where
20 is the coefficient of thermal conductivity and ce — specific heat at a constant

yT0 W
strain. Finally," rj = —.— and Q = -r—, where W denotes the quantity of heat produc-

ed per volume and time unit. A dot above the symbol of function denotes its time

dO „ <)2U
derivative: 0 = — , u = -r-r-. Decomposing the displacement vector into its poten-

ot at-1

tial and solenoidal parts

(1.3) • u = g r a d ^ + r o t x , divx = 0,

and decomposing the vector of body forces in a similar way

(1.4) X = e (grad#+rota)
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we reduce the system of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) to the form [2]

(1.5) U2
x® = m d \

0.6) nix = -

ci

(1.7) D 6 ^ 0

The following notations were introduced in Eqs. (1.5)—(1.7):

1 d2
s a = 1 2 7)=V2

c2
a dfi' ' ' « dt

1 d2 Id
n 2 = V2 s a = 1 2 7)=V2

( L 8 ) A112

Eliminating the temperature from Eqs. (1.5) and (1.7) we obtain the equations

m 1
(1.9) Q0= Q-—D&,

O-10) X

where

Eq. (1.9) describes the longitudinal thermoelastic wave, while Eq. (1.10) —
the transverse one.

In classical elastokinetics, the adiabatic process being assumed, we have to
deal with the system of displacement equations

fxs V
2 u+(As-f/«s) grad div u + X = gu,

6 = ~7jTmTx div u.

The LamS constants /JLS and Xs appearing in these equations refer to the adiabatic
yT TQ yT

s ta te a n d %- = —:—, mT — ————-, y T = ( 3 A r + 2 / « r ) at w h e r e fiT a n d A r a r e
Xo A+Zfi

Lam6 constants in isothermal conditions.

Representing the displacement u by Eq. (1.3) we obtain the following wave
equation

(1.12) J ^

where
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Somigliana [3] and Duhem [4] have shown that representing of (1.3) in terms
of the potentials 0 and x affords the complete solution of Eqs. (1.11). Sternberg
in [5] gave conclusive arguments for the completeness of the general solution of
coupled equations of thermoelasticity (1.1) and (1.2) for the (1.3) representation
under the assumption that the functions 0 and x verify the system of Eqs. (1.9)
and (1.10). We shall deal with this problem in par. 3 of this paper.

The system of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) may be also dissociated in another way,
namely by introducing the vector function <p and the scalar function y> connected
"with the displacement u and the temperature 6 by the following representation

+2 A+ y
(1.13) u = - £ c p - -div(r<p)+ — grady,

[X [I (J,

(1.14) 0= ) ? d«d ivd l9+—-•?¥»>

"where

The functions tp and y> are supposed to satisfy the following equations

(1.15) tf*

<u6> Wb
We obtain Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16) by substituting, respectively, (1.13) and (1.14)

into the differential equations of thermoelasticity (1.1) and (1.2).

The representation (1.13) and (1.14) was first given by Kaliski [6] and somewhat
later, in a different way, by Podstrigacz [7] and Riidiger [8.]

Let us remark that the representation (1.13), (1.14) is a generalization on the
problems of thermoelasticity of Galerkin's functions of stresses used in electrostatics
[9] or of those given by Iacovache for classical elastokinetics [10].

However, the method of deriving the relations (1.13), (1.14) used in [6]—[8]
does not ensure the completeness of the solutions. The demonstration of completeness
of the solutions for the representation (1.13), (1.14) will be given in par. 2.

2. Theorem on the completeness of solutions

Let u (x, t) and 6 (x, t) be the solutions of the system of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2)
in the region B for — oo < t < oo. Then there exists a vector functions and a scalar
function f such that the displacement u (x, t) and the temperature 6 (x, t) are
represented by (1.13) and (1.14), respectively, and the functions cp and f satisfy
the wave Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16).
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In virjtue of the Stokes-Helmholtz solution there exist functions 0 (x, t) and
X (x, 0 such that

(2.1) u (x, t) = grad 0+rot x, div x = 0.

Let us substitute (2.1) into the system of differential equations of thermoelasticity
(1.1) and (1.2). We obtain then the following equations

(2.2) grad • \ 0 + j - ^ - rot D^ X+ j ^ j - = m grad 6,

Q
(2.3) DO-i]dtV2 0 = ~=^.

Now, if we eliminate from the above equations the temperature 6 and make use
of Eq. (1.16) we obtain

u DX v
(2.4) grad (Q0) + - ~ - rot {DU\ X) + J ^ - ~ J grad (Qf) = 0.

We shall now define the function cp in terms of the scalar function C and the vector
function f\

(2.5) <p = grad Z+J~^ rot yj.

Substituting (2.5) into Eq. (1.15) and performing the differentiation operation D
on the latter, we arrive at the following result

(2.6) grad (DQn\ 0 + T 7 T ~ re

Comparison of Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.6) shows that the functions £ and rj have to
satisfy the following differential equations

(2.7) Dnlt = &--y,
ft

(2.8) 0*) = X-

Let us perform the operation Q on the relation (2.5). Then, taking into account
Eq. (2.8), we get

(2-9) Q<f> = grad (0Q + - ~ - rot X •

We introduce the term ro tx from Eq. (2.9) into the formula (2.1). In this way,
taking into account Eq. (2.7) we obtain the representation of the displacement u
by means of the functions f, cp and J.

(2.10) u = &tp+ —grad?/>+grad \DUl ~&) C-
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Taking into consideration that

( 2 - U ) ^

we reduce the operator at £ in Eq. (2.10) to the form

, A+2u \ X+a I yndt \ A+u
(2.12) L D D — Z J L Q Ci —[n-Vr-W2C:

Substituting Eq. (2.12) into (2.10) and taking into account the following relation
resulting from (2.5)

(2.13) div<p = V2f

we reduce (2.10) to the form

/l+ A~-\-U y

(2.14) u = ficp div (r<p) + — grad f
ft fj, (i

which is in agreement with the representation (1.13). We have still to demonstrate
the consistency of the representation (1-14). To this end, we perform on Eq. (1.1)
the operation of divergence and make use of the relation div u = V2 0, which
results from (2.1). Thus, we obtain

(2.15) ° ^

Then, taking advantage of Eq. (1.16) we eliminate the function 0 from Eqs. (2.3)
and (2.15). As a result we obtain

•n
(2.16) Q0+ '

A-\-2fJ,

Finally, let us perform the operation of divergence on Eq. (1.15). This leads to the
formula

(2.17) ^

Substituting (2.17) into (2.16) and subjecting the equation transformed in this way
to the operation Q~l we get the relation

(2.18) fl = ijd« div Dz «P+• D?v-
A*

which is in agreement with the representation (1.14).

This concludes the proof of the completeness.

A particular case of coupled thermoelasticity is the theory called technical
theory of thermal stresses, wherein the coupling of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) is neglected
by disregarding the term r\ div u = 0 in the equation of heat conductivity. It may
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be easily shown — putting r\ = 0 in Eqs. (1.13)—(1.16) and introducing the functions.
G = D<p — that the following representation holds:

X\2u . X\u, y
(2.19) u = U\G divGH grady,

A+2w
(2.20) 0 = — — D?V-

A*

The functions G and yi have to satisfy the following equations

(2.21)

Finally, in the particular case of classical elastokinetics we have

(2.23) u = — -D?G ^—^-divG, 0 = -rjTmT xdiv u.

where the function G satisfies the repeated wave equation

(2.24) • ? c

The representation (2.23), (2.24) was given first by Iacovache [10] and the
theorem on the completeness of this representation by Sternberg and Eubanks [11].

3. Connections between the potentials 0, % and the functions q> and y>

Let us consider the homogeneous system of Eqs. (1.1), (1.2). Introducing the
representation (1.13) and (1.14) we reduce this system to the wave equations

(3-1) D ^ c p = 0,

(3.2) Qy> = 0.

Remark that — in virtue of Boggio's theorem [12] — the solution of Eq. (3.1) may
take on the following form

(3.3) cp = cp'+<p"

the functions tp' and cp" satisfying the equations

(3.4)

(3.5)

Introducing (3.3) into the representation (1.13) and taking into account Eqs. (3.4)
and (3.5) we obtain

X-\-2u /l+it y
(3.6) u = £cp" ^-grad divr(cp'+cp")+ — grad y>.
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Let us transform now the term Qtp" taking into consideration Q = • ? D — mrjdt V2

and making use of the relation (3.5). After some simple transformations, the relation
(2.11) being taken into account, we get

(3.7)

In this way, taking into consideration (3.7), we may write (3.6) in the form

A+ y
(3.8) u = — [ V 2 / V -grad div ( j y + j y ) ] + —grad y.

fi (A,

Since there is

grad div ( j y ) - W (.Tcp")+rot rot (Pep"),

we obtain from (3.8):
l-\-u y

(3.9) u = — [ - rot rot (Pep'') - grad div (P<p')] H grad ip.

ft [i

Now we may easily reduce the relation (3.9) to the Stokes-Helmholtz representation

(3.10) u = g r a d $ + r o t x , div x = 0.

Comparison of Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) leads to the following representation
A+ y

(3.11) 0 = — div ( J V ) + — ip,

(3.12) X = ^ r o t ( / V ' ) ,

where the functions 0, % are connected with the functions «p, y>.

Let us perform on the representation (1.14) the operation D. Making use of
Eq. (3.5) we obtain the following relation

(3.13) DO=rjdtdi

[i

We shall now transform Eq. (3.4) which may be also written in the form

(3.14) n\D<p'-mqdt V2cp' = 0.

Taking advantage of the relation (2.11) we obtain

X+u
(3.15) DDW= -Vr<p'.
Substituting (3.15) into (3.13) and taking into consideration Eq. (3.2) we arrive
at the equation

(3.16) De = tjdtV^\ -d iv( J Tcp ' )+— V •
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Since, in virtue of Eq. (3.11), the expression in square brackets in Eq. (3.16) equals
0, we have
(3.17) DO-?]dtV2& = 0.

This is the homogeneous equation of heat conductivity (1.7).
We have now to check whether the functions <P, x expressed by the functions <p

and y> satisfy the homogeneous wave equations (1.9) and (1.10).

(3.18) £<Z> = 0, D i x = 0.

It may be easily verified, in virtue of (3.2) and (3.4), that

V \
(3.19) Q$ = ~Qf -d iv (rQy1) = 0,

JJ [i

and also, in virtue of (3.5),

(3.20)
It was shown in par. 2 that the representation (1.13)—(1.16) leads to the

completeness of the solutions. The reduction of (3.11) and (3.12) performed in this
paragraph supplies an alternative proof for the completeness of solutions (1.3),
(1.9), (1.10).

In the case of the theory of thermal stresses, where the coupling of the temperature
field and displacement field is disregarded we obtain in lieu of the transformation
(3.11), (3.12) the following one

A+M y
(3.21) 0 = -d ivG+ —y,

(X /J,

A+
(3.22) x = - r o t G , G

A*
The displacements u and the temperature 0 are given here by the representations
(2.19), (2.20). They have to satisfy the homogenenous equations
(3.23) D?D2G = 0, Dnjy> = 0.
It may also easily be shown that the functions 0, x given by the relations (3.21)
and (3.22) verify the following equations
(3.24) nj0-me = O, D2X = 0, D0 = O.
In the case of classical elastokinetics the formulae (3.21) and (3.22) transform to

(3.25) < 2 > = - ^ - d i v G ,

(3.26) x = _

in agreement with the result obtained by Sternberg [5].
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B. HOBAIJKKDa, O IIOJIHOTE tfyHKUHll HAIIPiiaCEHHH B TEPMOyilPyrOCTH

B paSoTe flOKa3aHa nojraoTa pememra rrpoSneMH conpwKeHHOii TepMoynpyrocTH
Horo B pe3yjitTaTe BBe^eroiH (frymarHii HanpjiHcemw 9 H y>. Onpeflejieim TaKHce CB«3H
<j>yHKmwMH <p, yi 11 npeflcraBJieHHeM nepeMememia u nyTeM Hcnojib3OBaHna CKanapHoro noTempia-
na 0 H BeKTopHoro noTennjiana %.

B 3aKjnoTeinie flHCKyTHpyeTCJi nepexofl OT npo6jicMbi conpaaceHHoit TepMoynpyrocTH K TaK
Ha3i.rBaeMofl; TexiniqecKoit TeopHH TepMHiecKnx


